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Introduction

The role of defined contribution plans for state and local government employees is evolving. This change is being driven by several factors including flat government revenues, increased demand for services, economic uncertainties, concern about future benefit costs and risk exposure, and a wide range of related political debates. Traditional defined benefit public sector retirement plans are under pressure to make structural changes with governments making a range of changes that seek to reduce or control employer contributions and address unfunded liabilities. State and local government defined benefit plans have historically offered a reliable and adequate level of retirement income. Defined contribution plans have played a useful role as supplemental saving vehicles, but, with some exceptions, have not focused on becoming the primary income replacement resource.

As public sector employees face greater financial pressures and employers continue to make changes to primary pension plans, it is time to review the role and design of defined contribution plans in the public sector. This report focuses on several central questions about public sector retirement plans including:

- What does the current environment look like?
- What does the future hold for defined contribution plans?
- What are effective defined contribution designs?
- What role can annuities and other guaranteed retirement income features play?
- How are financial literacy and counseling initiatives and defined contribution plans linked?
- How can structural change, if adopted by a government, be implemented to minimize costs, risks, and help employees assume more personal responsibility?
- What should be considered when assessing and potentially altering the role of defined contribution plans?

The purpose of this report is not to suggest that defined contribution plans will or should replace traditional defined benefit plans. Instead, it seeks to focus on the increasing role of defined contribution plans in state and local government and for employee retirement security.

Methodology

To conduct this research, the authors relied on a variety of literary and data sources and extensive interviews. The literary sources include academic journals, books, private sector interests such as company-produced briefs, and federal agencies. The authors interviewed seventeen people with significant defined benefit and defined contribution public sector retirement plan experience using a survey instrument that covered several different aspects of defined contribution plans. Examples of topics included the objective of public sector retirement benefits, the future of defined contribution plans in the public sector, design elements of an “ideal” core defined contribution plan, improving education for retirement savings, and annuities. Ten of those interviewed represented public retirement systems or governments; six represented the retirement/insurance industry; and one represented academia. They are located across the country with eight people from the West, three from the East, four from the South, and two from the Midwest. Except for the academic, all of the seventeen people interviewed are affiliated with organizations that are members of NAGDCA. For the structural change chapter, the authors interviewed two...
additional individuals and the foci of these discussions were on learning how their governments implemented recent retirement plan reforms.

The Current Environment

For the greater part of the last century through today, employer-provided, employer-provided retirement benefits have been a key element in the economic security of most full-time state and local government employees. Between 1909 and 1976, all 50 states had adopted some form of defined benefit pension plan for their general employees, which often covered local government employees as well. These retirement benefits have undergone unprecedented changes over the past decade; changes which have increased in scope and intensity in the wake of the 2008 stock market downturn and subsequent recession.

Today, for the vast majority of state and local government employees, the bulk of their retirement income comes from a defined benefit plan and Social Security, if eligible. Employees may also have supplemental savings from a defined contribution plan among other sources. But, continued fiscal pressures from the 2008 and 2009 economic downturn, an aging public sector workforce, and strains on state and local government revenues have led governments across the country to consider changes to the retirement benefits they offer to their employees.

Current Public Retirement Plan Participation

As of March 2011, 90 percent of all state and local government employees had access to a retirement benefit of some kind. Eighty-four percent of these employees had access to a defined benefit retirement plan with 78 percent participating. For state employees, 87 percent had access to a defined benefit plan with 78 percent participating. Eighty-three percent of local government employees had access to a defined benefit plan with 79 percent participating. These levels of participation have decreased some over the past few decades (for example, in the 1990s, the participation rates ranged from 91 to 87 percent). Thirty percent of state and local government workers also had access to a defined contribution plan with 17 percent participating. Defined contribution participation levels have almost doubled for all state and local government workers since the early-to-mid 1990s (when they were 9 percent). While state and local government defined benefit coverage levels are relatively the same across the levels of government, there is more variation in defined contribution offerings. Forty-three percent of state workers have access to a defined contribution plan with 26 percent participation while 26 percent of local workers have access with 14 percent participation.

While the vast majority of states continue to offer defined benefit plans as the primary retirement savings vehicle for employees, a few states have adopted a primary or core defined contribution plan. For example, state employees in Alaska and Michigan hired after a specific date participate in a primary defined contribution plan. Other states, including Georgia, Oregon, Rhode Island, Washington, and Utah have adopted combination defined benefit/defined contribution

Types of Retirement Plans

“A defined benefit plan promises a specified monthly benefit at retirement. The plan may state this promised benefit as an exact dollar amount...Or, more commonly, it may calculate a benefit through a plan formula that considers such factors as salary and service.”

“A defined contribution plan...does not promise a specific amount of benefits at retirement. In these plans, the employee or the employer (or both) contribute to the employee’s individual account under the plan...These contributions generally are invested on the employee’s behalf. The employee will ultimately receive the balance in his or her account, which is based on contributions plus or minus investment gains or losses.”

“A cash balance plan is a defined benefit plan that defines the benefit in terms that are more characteristic of a defined contribution plan. In other words, a cash balance plan defines the promised benefit in terms of a stated account balance. In a typical cash balance plan, a participant’s account is credited each year with a ‘pay credit’ (…percent of compensation...) and an ‘interest credit’ (...fixed rate or a variable rate...linked to an index...). Increases and decreases in the value of the plan’s investments do not directly affect the benefit amounts promised to participants...When a participant becomes entitled to receive benefits under a cash balance plan, the benefits that are received are defined in terms of an account balance.”

plans, often referred to as hybrid plans. Utah, Florida, and Ohio offer employees the option of participating in either a defined benefit or defined contribution plan. New York, Vermont, and North Dakota maintain a defined contribution plan for elected officials or other specific categories of shorter-tenured workers. Recently, Kansas and Louisiana adopted a cash balance plan for new hires. Reforms have not taken a “one-size-fits-all” approach. Although the redesign trend has been to keep defined benefit plans as the core benefit, changes made to these plans result in reduced income replacement. In the few instances where government employers have moved to a primary defined contribution arrangement, the focus of these plans should be on income replacement strategies rather than supplemental savings.

About one-third of state and local government employees—mostly public safety and education workers—do not participate in the Social Security system. General employees in Alaska, Colorado, Louisiana, Maine, Massachusetts, Nevada, and Ohio are also not covered by Social Security. Most states and localities that do not participate in the federal system compensate with a retirement benefit structure that replaces Social Security retirement and disability benefits.

An Aging Workforce

Public sector workers are generally older than their private sector counterparts. As of March 2011, 36 percent of state and 36 percent of local government employees were over the age of 50 compared to 26 percent of private sector wage/salary employees. Twenty-six percent of private wage/salary workers were under 30 years of age while only 17 percent and 14 percent of state and local government workers, respectively, were under 30 years of age. The aging public sector workforce is further stressed by the continued use of hiring freezes in many governments along with many eligible employees delaying their retirement. In recent years, some employees have delayed their retirement to make up for investment losses experienced during the 2008–2009 economic downturn and to save more for out-of-pocket retiree health care costs, given increased employer to employee/retiree health care cost shifting.

Given all of these points, between 2005 and 2009, the average number of separations in the U.S. workforce including retirements, transfers to other locations, deaths, and due to disability was 527,000 per year, not going above 540,000 for state and local government employees. In 2010 and 2011, the number of separations was 652,000 and 627,000, respectively.

Defined Benefit Plan Funding Levels

The financial condition of the defined benefit plans that most current public employees will depend on in retirement varies greatly. In the aggregate in 2011, state and local public pension plans were 75 percent funded on an actuarial basis, meaning the plans have 75 percent of the assets needed to cover the liabilities or benefits to be paid to employees and retirees. These current funding levels are below where they were in the late 1990s when most plans were 100 percent funded and for most of the 2000s when they were above 80 percent funded. In 2011, only 6 percent were 100 percent funded and 30 percent were 80 to 99 percent funded. Even with improvements in equity markets since 2010, the aggregate funding ratios are expected to improve at a slower pace because asset gains and losses are smoothed over 3 to 5 years. As a result, losses in 2008 and 2009 are still being phased into asset figures in 2012.

Adding to the financial difficulties, many state and local governments continue to have flat or slow-growing revenues while demand and costs for services continue to increase. Because of these factors, many governments are struggling to make their annual required contributions (ARC) that pay for the retirement benefits earned by employees for the current year and an amortized portion of any unfunded liability associated with the plan. In 2001, state and local governments were paying 100 percent of their ARCs; through the middle part of the decade the percentage dropped to between 83 and 95 percent. In 2011, state and local governments paid an estimated 79 percent of their ARCs.

Current Pension Reforms

Given these demographic, financial, and economic realities, state and local governments have implemented many pension changes over the past decade. Between 2009 and 2011, 43 states implemented substantial pension reform. A 2012 survey of state and local governments conducted in early 2012 (with 82 percent of the respondents from local governments) reported that 37 percent had made changes to retirement benefits in the past year, an increase from 21 percent in late 2009. Most of these changes have been made to achieve financial sustainability and reduce employer risk. Other reasons for recently implemented changes include a workforce preferring the mobility of a defined contribution plan or elected and appointed officials seeking to equalize the types of benefits offered in the public and private sectors.
Plan changes fall into five categories:

- Increasing current and/or new employee contribution levels
- Increasing the age and/or length of tenure required to be eligible for normal retirement
- Reducing or eliminating cost-of-living adjustments (COLA) for new and/or current employees
- Changing the way pension formulas are calculated to reduce pension benefits
- Offering a hybrid and/or defined contribution plan instead of a traditional defined benefit plan.

Many of these changes, individually or in combination, will ultimately lead to lower levels of retirement income through traditional defined benefit plans for eligible public employees. In some cases, for public workers with short tenures, the changes will eliminate the opportunity to receive the benefit. With lower or no pension income, employees may face significant financial challenges, becoming more dependent on Social Security or other government programs and/or relying more on other retirement savings, such as defined contribution plans.

The Future of Defined Contribution Plans in the Public Sector

The current environment within which public sector retirement plans are operating suggests that changes will continue to occur with the responsibility for financing retirement benefits shifting more to employees. Some experts argue that defined benefit plans will replace less income in retirement due to increased employee contributions, higher vesting requirements, more years to calculate the benefit formula, and later retirement ages. Cost-of-living increases and perhaps even benefit multipliers will decrease. These changes will, in many instances, reduce pension benefits, increase employees’ risk, and push more of the responsibility to employees to fund their retirement by contributing more money to supplemental defined contribution plans. At a minimum, supplemental defined contribution plans will play an increasingly important role in "filling the gap" created by changes to defined benefit plans. Though still legally supplemental and not mandatory in most cases, increased participation in defined contribution plans will be necessary for employees to maintain the standard of living in retirement they had while working. These additional savings become particularly important when governments reduce or eliminate cost-of-living increases for the defined benefit plan and when retirees need to pay for rising health care costs.

Rise of Hybrid Plans

The research of this report indicates openness toward hybrid pension plan design for state and local government employees. A few respondents further argued that once hybrid plans are adopted, governments may then begin offering core defined contribution plans in order to further reduce liabilities. The vast majority of hybrid plans have what is referred to as a "parallel" structure where employees contribute to both a defined benefit and a defined contribution plan from the first dollar earned. However, some argue that a "stacked" hybrid model is more desirable. The "stacked" plan provides a defined benefit up to a salary cap with a defined contribution portion applying to earnings above the cap. Employees with more modest earnings receive the full benefit of a defined benefit plan and have relatively less need to contribute to a supplemental defined contribution plan. However, like traditional defined benefit plans, the "stacked" hybrid plan would be less portable for lower-earning employees than the "parallel" plan. While hybrid and even core defined contribution plans can provide sufficient retirement income that result depends on plan structure, funding and contribution levels, investment outcomes, and education.

These changes also need to be considered in light of public employees’ reliance on Social Security and potential future benefit changes. While it is unlikely that Social Security will end, reduced benefits could have serious ramifications for the importance of individual savings and supplemental defined contribution plans.

Drivers of Benefit Plan Changes

Managing long-term risk and cost are the primary drivers for a shift toward depending more on defined contribution plans. Governments are looking for ways to reduce costs to overcome the short-term impacts of the recession, reduce investment risk, and to provide long-term financial stability. Many public officials are concerned with the long-term costs of their current defined benefit programs and will continue to redesign these plans and consider alternative retirement arrangements. However, most of the changes implemented to date, including switching to hybrid and core defined contribution plans, usually affect new employees.
Therefore, cost savings will occur in the future based on workforce turnover.

Research also shows that moving to defined contribution plans may have strong political impetus. According to Munnell et al., the most important explanation for when a state introduced some form of defined contribution plan is party affiliation. Research for this report found the reforms reflect the public's current anti-government, anti-tax sentiment. This view is supported by other research which states that political ideology is one of the few consistently, statistically significant variables for an individual's position on retirement plans.

Historically, pension benefits were considered "deferred compensation" and intended to compensate public sector employees for the salary difference between the public and private sector. With decreasing benefits, will public sector employees' compensation packages begin to resemble the private sector? Many would answer "no." The strong culture within many governments of taking responsibility for their employees' long-term well-being, which is at the foundation of public sector plans, will most likely be continued by providing a defined benefit floor. Research for this report suggests that, in the short term, lower benefits and flat salaries for public employees will likely be the norm. Over the long term, public sector salaries will rise somewhat; however, to what extent depends upon the demand for labor. As a result, pay increases will probably be uneven, reflecting competition for personnel in the private sector (e.g., information technology specialists), the influence of labor unions, and government pay scales. For example, pay may increase for mid-level employees, but senior executives are unlikely to receive compensation similar to counterparts in the private sector. Rather than governments mimicking the private sector, one respondent would like to see the opposite—the private sector offering stronger retirement benefits and lower salaries because of the societal issues that emanate from large segments of the population having insufficient retirement income.

**Increased Role for Defined Contribution Plans in the Public Sector**

With the trend toward an increasing role for defined contribution plans in the public sector, it is important to consider whether the purpose of a retirement benefit will be met with these reforms. Experts typically cite two goals for a retirement benefit: to attract and retain good employees and to allow employees to retire with adequate income on which to live. The first goal focuses on the needs of the employer and implies a transaction between the employer and employee.

The second goal involves a workforce planning component to ensure an orderly transition of staff out of the workforce as well as a level of concern for employee well-being. This interest in employee welfare after they leave service could be considered beyond the scope of an employer's responsibility. In the transactional model, an employer's primary goal is to provide a compensation package that attracts and retains quality employees at the most efficient price. The quality of an employee's life after he or she leaves the workplace may be beyond the interest or obligation of the employment contract. However, even if employers have no moral responsibility to fund employee retirements under this philosophy, retirement benefits are an important part of the compensation package and are necessary for employee recruitment and retention. One could argue that the traditional design of core defined contribution plans with employees having total control over the assets fit into this general model because responsibility for retirement income is borne by the employee.

So, can a defined contribution plan be successful in meeting the goal of attracting and retaining quality employees? The answer depends on a number of considerations including who the government is trying to attract. Research and anecdotal evidence indicate that core defined contribution and hybrid plans can be very effective in attracting younger professionals known as the Millennials or Gen Ys. This generation expects to take on several different jobs in their careers and is attracted to the portability of a defined contribution plan. For example, Gwinnett County, Georgia found that the young professionals they were seeking to attract preferred a defined contribution plan. This finding was an important consideration in the government's decision to close its defined benefit plan and open a core defined contribution plan for new hires. In order for a defined contribution plan to be effective in attracting and retaining quality personnel, it needs to be competitive with other governments and (in some cases) with the private sector. Key factors include the employer contribution rate, vesting schedule, and investment results on which employees can build a secure retirement.

How have defined contribution plans fared in providing for an adequate retirement income? Many believe that defined contribution plans can support employees in reaching their retirement goals if they contribute early and diligently and are invested appropriately. Furthermore, plan structure can contribute to a
positive outcome. Because of the importance of defined contribution plan structure to retirement income sufficiency, a substantial section of this report is dedicated to this topic.

An argument can be made that governments should be concerned with their employees achieving an adequate retirement income because of the community-wide consequences of residents with inadequate retirement resources. Retirees without sufficient income are unable to spend money which results in fewer sales tax dollars to state and local governments. Given that many individuals retire in their home communities, having employees with sufficient retirement income can result in financially positive effects for the government. Furthermore, a large low-income elderly population leads to greater demands for social services such as food stamps and Medicaid. To paraphrase one respondent, the government pays for its employees in retirement, either through a strong retirement benefit or through social services. Obviously, the former is a more desirable approach for both economic and moral reasons.

The Definition of Income Adequacy in Retirement

Income adequacy is a very general term which does not provide much direction to employees or governments about how to save for retirement. Human resources and retirement professionals have relied on rules of thumb to guide governments in establishing retirement benefit plans and employees in making savings decisions. The most frequently cited estimate is 80 to 85 percent of working salary in retirement income is needed to maintain a similar standard of living during retirement. The research of this report suggests this benchmark may not continue to be accurate. Research by Georgia State University shows that the replacement income needed depends upon the actual income level because of the impact of federal and state taxes and work-related expenses. Those with the lowest earnings, such as $20,000, are generally expected to need a higher replacement ratio (88 percent to 94 percent based on marital status); however, relatively more of their income will come from Social Security because the program is progressively redistributive. Those with the lowest replacement ratios are married, single-earner households making $80,000 or more annually. This group is expected to need 76 percent of working salary to provide adequate retirement income.

This report’s interviewees offered a wide range of optimal replacement ratios that considered the financial condition of the employee and the larger economic and political environment. The majority agreed that an 85 percent replacement goal was still reasonable; however, several added that this figure was predicated on the retiree having no debt and having relatively low health care costs. A few others believed a 70 percent ratio could be appropriate if the individual did not have any debt, was Medicare eligible, in good health, did not have children living in the household, and wanted a simple lifestyle with limited travel and low-cost hobbies. Finally, some respondents stated that to have a standard of living in retirement similar to during work years, employees should plan on a 90 to 100 percent income replacement ratio. The higher figure may be needed because retirees are often not in a strong financial position in regard to debt, have older children or grandchildren living with them, and are facing rising health care costs.

What these different responses indicate is that a single income replacement percentage to determine an adequate retirement for all is not appropriate. While replacement income benchmarks may be helpful in the early years of retirement savings, retirement planning and income requirements must be individualized for those within 15 years of retirement because of the many lifestyle considerations that retirees face. In addition, retirement goals vary greatly and help drive the appropriate replacement ratio. The lack of a “one-size-fits-all” method for retirement planning also means that employees must become more actively engaged in this process. Individuals nearing retirement must now also plan for increasing health care costs and increasing longevity. Fortunately, many are starting to think about these issues, if not act on them. For example, a survey of higher education employees aged 50 to 70 found that 73 percent of the participants were either very or somewhat concerned about being unable to afford good health care in retirement. These concerns also demonstrate the growing role for defined contribution plans. With flat pension benefits and rising income needs caused by socio-economic and demographic changes, individuals will have to fill this gap through personal savings such as a supplemental defined contribution plan. As a result, employees should be increasingly focused on determining what an appropriate replacement goal is for them and develop a savings plan that considers both desired goals, such as travel, and harsh realities, such as rising health care costs.

What can and should governments as employers do to assist their employees in reaching their retirement goals? Answers to this question reflect both personal values and the economic realities facing governments. Many of the respondents interviewed for this report stated that governments have been culturally paternal-
istic toward employees, including helping to provide a secure retirement for employees through financial contributions. However, there was a lack of consensus about the level of contributions a government should provide. Some supported an equal split of contributions between the employer and employee while others suggested a tiered approach in which the government contributes more for lower-paid positions. Others stated that a government’s contribution should be predicated on what it can afford, with employees making up the difference. As stated earlier, state and local governments have a vested interest in assisting employees in achieving income security both from a transactional-employer perspective and to prevent larger, more damaging societal costs as well. However, governments need to balance the needs of employees with those of taxpayers, creating an ongoing challenge in determining what an appropriate retirement benefit should be.

In the effort to balance competing needs, many governments are modifying their attitudes towards retirement benefits toward a more partnership approach which lies between the extremes of the paternalistic model continuum. Under it, governments and employees each have a role to play in ensuring the continued financial viability of the retirement plan. This shift is due to internal and external factors including the need to better manage future obligations and to respond to taxpayer attitudes about the cost of government. Employees take on a greater responsibility to save and be financially prepared for retirement. Likewise, government employers need to provide adequate contributions to the retirement arrangement and pay employees sufficiently so that they have the financial capacity to save for retirement.

Regardless of the level of financial assistance afforded employees for retirement, public employers must take extra steps to educate employees about retirement benefits, investment choices, and healthy living provided by knowledgeable retirement counselors and other professionals. These efforts are relatively low-cost yet can be extremely valuable in promoting retirement readiness. Some even argue that governments, as employers, have a role in forcing employees to save for their retirement because employees are lax in saving voluntarily. Under this view, governments would institute mandatory contributions or automatic deferrals from pay checks.

Retirement goals are best met through diligent savings throughout an employee’s career. So how much should a public employee save? Making that decision can be difficult, particularly when considering current expenditure demands. But under-saving results in individuals either needing to continue working (if able) or living a less than preferred lifestyle in retirement. A 2011 study by the Center for Retirement Research found the median income replacement rate for a household with a state-local government retiree is 60.2 percent, including Social Security, pension, and other financial assets. The amount increased to 72.7 percent for individuals who spent more than 50 percent of their career in government, but this figure is still far less than the generally accepted 85 percent replacement goal.

The appropriate plan contribution rate depends largely on the type of retirement plan. In a defined benefit environment, employees are able to calculate their benefit based on their plan’s formula, factor in Social Security (if applicable), and then estimate the extent to which supplemental savings are needed. For a core defined contribution plan, the general consensus on what constitutes an appropriate employer-employee contribution rate is 12 to 15 percent of salary with Social Security and closer to 18 to 20 percent without Social Security. When including Social Security benefits, retirement contributions in the range of 12 to 15 percent over a career, appropriately invested, are projected to generate replacement income of 70 percent.

**Effective Defined Contribution Plan Design in the New Retirement Environment**

Research and practice indicate that the growing role of defined contribution plans in the public sector has led to a simultaneous push to make them look more like defined benefit plans in order to increase retirement savings. There is also greater appreciation of behavioral economics research which has found that individual freedom and responsibility for retirement savings may make achieving retirement goals more difficult for a majority of the population. This chapter reviews how governments are using behavioral economics and the knowledge gained from the 401(k) world to design retirement plans that overcome the limitations of human nature. It also explores strategies for improving management and oversight of defined contribution plans to make them less expensive and easier for employees to navigate.

**Behavioral Economics and Retirement Savings**

Behavioral economics for retirement savings explores why people do not save enough for retirement. Herbert
Simon’s “bounded rationality” posits that people are limited in their ability to consider all issues and facets for a complex problem. In regard to retirement planning, people have difficulty predicting factors such as investment returns, cash flows, tax rates, and longevity, which leads them to be more likely to accept a default option when making decisions about their retirement savings. Bounded rationality is compounded by “bounded self-control,” which is a lack of will power when it comes to savings. Simply put, people do not save enough because they have a much higher near-term discount rate, almost hyperbolic, compared to future discount rates. In other words, they value immediate consumption far greater than delayed consumption, and the longer the delay, the larger the difference. Individuals can be greatly influenced in their decision making by how an issue is framed. For example, framing a savings decision in a way that requires less effort may lead to increased willingness to save.

Research has found several similar behavioral characteristics that can negatively influence investing decisions. Many individuals lack firm preferences for investing, including making the tradeoff between risk and return. Therefore, the framing of investment decisions can greatly affect choices about investment portfolios. For example, having relatively more funds within a particular asset class will lead investors to continue to choose that type of investment, regardless of whether it will produce the best return. Inertia also affects investment decision making. Once an individual makes an investment decision, he or she is likely to leave it unchanged.

Other undesirable retirement investment practices include chasing returns, loss aversion, and narrow framing. When chasing returns, individuals rely only on past performance to make investment choices, rather than studying expected returns and risk. This may be because past performance is readily available, even though it is often a less accurate predictor of outcomes. Loss aversion causes individuals to invest too conservatively, which minimizes opportunities for growth. Research has found that individuals view losses as 2.5 times more painful than an equivalent gain. Finally, loss aversion can be heightened through narrow framing, which looks at investment decisions as isolated events rather than a recurring process. If individuals looked at their choices in a larger context, they might begin to value losses and wins equally, leading to better investing decisions.

**Outcome-Based Defined Contribution Plan Design**

To overcome the widespread shortfalls in retirement savings, experts have begun promoting an outcome-based approach to defined contribution plan design. Under this model, the framework for designing plans and communicating with employees is retirement adequacy and an acceptance of participant behavior. This approach may be a good fit for state and local governments because it aligns well with their historic tendency to utilize retirement benefits to promote long-term relationships with employees that governments have typically valued. Design features specifically seek to increase savings during employment by selecting appropriate investment strategies, limiting leakage, and fostering communication. The more common examples include auto enrollment, auto escalation, and target date funds. These features are particularly important when the defined contribution plan is the primary retirement savings program.

**Key Tenets for Supplemental Defined Contribution Plans**

The purpose of a supplemental defined contribution plan is to encourage retirement savings for use in addition to Social Security and income from a defined benefit plan. Key tenets of an effective supplemental defined contribution plan to achieve increased retirement savings are:

- Making participation and decision making as simple as possible for employees
- Ensuring that plan administration and costs are as transparent as possible
- Minimizing costs to enable greater savings for employees
- Providing tools, education, and retirement counseling for informed decision making.

Achieving these tenets is easier said than done and the pathway is not always clear, particularly when it comes to making participation as simple as possible. A 2012 NAGDCA survey found that the average 457 plan participation rate for respondents was 26 percent in 2011, which is only two percent higher than 2007. The most frequently used tools to encourage participation are employer contribution matches and education. Employees are more likely to save when there is an employer match, but many governments cannot afford this extra cost while maintaining full pension benefit plans. Typical venues for educating employees about retirement plans include new employee orientations, on-site meetings, and employee fairs; but their effectiveness is uneven. Some governments promote peer relationships to encourage savings and create a culture where plan participation is the norm. However, in order to create such a culture, employers first need high
levels of sustained participation; and achieving that can be a challenge. To the extent these traditional outlets are not available or not achieving desired results, plan administrators are considering new design tools including automatic enrollment and automatic escalation.

**Automatic Enrollment and Automatic Escalation in Public Sector Plans**

Research has shown that auto enrollment is effective at encouraging employees to save.\(^6^5\) Furthermore, increasing the default contribution rate for auto enrollment does not decrease participation. For example, Choi et al. (2004) found that opt-out rates were the same for employees whether default contribution was set at 3 percent or 6 percent.\(^6^6\) However, most research has focused on private sector 401(k) plans and, to a lesser extent, public 401(k) and 401(a) plans, but rarely on supplemental public sector defined contribution plans. Currently, only a small percentage of supplemental plans use auto enrollment, and there are differing opinions on its viability.\(^6^7\)

One argument posits that public employees will need income from a well-funded supplemental defined contribution fund to offset decreases in retirement benefits such as reduced or eliminated cost of living adjustment (COLAs) or increases in health care costs. When employers reduce their defined benefit multipliers, employees may need a supplemental fund to reach the desired 85 percent replacement benchmark. For example, Houston, Texas reduced its defined benefit multiplier from 2.5 percent to 1.8 percent for new employees hired after July 1, 2008\(^6^8\), with the expectation that affected employees would contribute to a supplemental defined contribution fund. City officials believed employees would have the resources to make these contributions since they did not contribute to the defined benefit fund. Under circumstances where the defined benefit was not intended to be the primary source of retirement income, automatic enrollment may make sense to ensure sufficient employee savings.

However, in some cases, auto enrollment may not always be appropriate. Public employees participating in plans with higher employee contributions and defined benefit levels may not feel as much pressure to participate in a supplemental fund. In instances when employers institute a low auto enrollment contribution because of concerns with employee resistance, administrative fees may need adjusting due to the imbalance of relatively small account balances and relatively inflexible administrative costs.\(^6^9\) In some states, legislation may be required before auto enrollment could be implemented. Finally, auto enrollment could be administratively challenging in governments with unions that have pension plan agreements. Some consensus with the unions about auto enrollment would be needed before implementation, and that may be difficult to achieve.\(^7^0\) As a result of these issues, the decision to use auto enrollment for supplemental defined contribution plans should be considered on a plan-by-plan basis.

Automatic escalation is almost nonexistent for supplemental defined contribution funds and will likely stay that way for the time being. Because supplemental funds today typically are not expected to have significant asset accumulation, the need to escalate contributions annually does not appear necessary.\(^7^1\) Rather, auto escalation may be more appropriate for core defined contribution plans or hybrid plans but with a lower cap.

**Investments and Record Keepers**

Selecting an investment portfolio and record keeper are extremely important fiduciary roles for plan sponsors and can have serious financial impacts for participants. The selection of investments is at the core of supplemental defined contribution plan management because it establishes the vehicles used to drive investment gains for participants. Furthermore, to guide trustees responsible for making these decisions, a written investment policy statement can be extremely valuable. One of the basic considerations in selecting funds is to limit the number so that participants are not overwhelmed by the choices.\(^7^2\) This thinking reflects both findings from behavioral economic research and observed results. However, the appropriate number of funds is open to debate. From this report’s research interviews, the ideal number of funds ranged from as few as six (plus target-date funds) to as many as twenty.\(^7^3\)

For employees who want more choice, a brokerage window might be the logical option. According to the NAGDCA 2012 survey, 57 percent of the responding governmental plans offer a brokerage window.\(^7^4\) Though the availability is widespread, participation is limited to just a small percentage of employees on average.\(^7^5\) This small number further demonstrates some reluctance to venture further into the vast choice, investor driven model. Plan sponsors may find it appropriate to place controls on brokerage accounts to keep the supplemental fund’s purpose intact—promoting retirement savings rather than playing the stock market. For example, a plan may require a minimum balance in the main account, and the window can be limited to mutual funds rather than individual stocks.

The challenge in having a limited pool of funds is ensuring a sufficiently diverse fund selection to maximize returns. The goal is to have investment choices
that include all the major asset classes and accommodate participants’ varying ages and risk thresholds. Some administrators like mutual funds with high name recognition in order to maintain employee satisfaction and encourage participation. These funds can be researched on the Internet and may make employees feel more comfortable about their selections. Index funds also receive strong support because of their low cost and simplicity. These funds may work best for employees who prefer not to move their money and have the patience to stay with a fund over the long term, such as young employees. However, employees invested in these types of funds will likely need to take responsibility for transferring the proportion of their equity index funds to more conservative investments over time.

One of the most popular fund choices is the target date fund. When auto enrollment is used, target date funds are the preferred default fund choice. In fact, 90 percent of auto-enrolled employees are defaulted into target date funds, according to Vanguard Group. Plan administrators like these funds because they can help ensure proper asset allocation for employees as they age yet don’t require active participant management. However, target date funds require effort and focused fiduciary responsibility for the plan sponsor. Because all target date funds are not the same, they can produce significant differences in asset returns over time. For example, target date funds, when controlled for age, can vary by as much as 30 percent in the amount of equity exposure. Likewise, funds will differ in whether they freeze equity exposure when the participant reaches age 65 or continue to decline holdings as the person ages. One additional concern with these funds is their level of diversification. In testing against benchmarks, it may be useful to perform stress tests for glide paths to determine income replacement at retirement or even through a certain age in retirement (i.e., longevity). Management costs for these funds also vary considerably. Finally, there are concerns about liability when using target date funds as a default because they tend to be actively managed and returns can be volatile. As a result, some plan sponsors favor using stable value funds as the default on automatic enrollment contributions.

Another fund option is to permit employees to invest (through their defined contribution plans) in the government’s defined benefit fund or in a fund that mirrors it. The states of Idaho, Oregon, and Washington permit this type of investment. Benefits of this option include low cost, professional management, and a more diverse investment portfolio than typically available in a defined contribution environment.

Issues and difficulties with employees investing in pooled assets exist and are worth considering. The first is education. Employees need to understand that the fund’s portfolio is for a large investor and may have risks that are inconsistent with the individuals’ needs and risk tolerances. They would have to be responsible for appropriately divesting themselves of this fund as they neared retirement. Furthermore, employees could incorrectly think that by investing in the defined benefit fund (or one that mirrored it), they would have sufficient assets upon retirement to generate an income stream similar to the one given through the defined benefit plan. There are also concerns about how to establish an accurate value for the fund so that employees can fairly buy and sell their “shares.” This occurs because defined benefit funds typically invest in non-liquid holdings such as real estate and individual companies. Because the actual value of a “share” is unknown until the fund’s assets are sold, the plan sponsor or government would be required to establish a price that may ultimately be over or under its true value. For example, in Washington, the fund’s prices are set quarterly.

To help with the administration of defined contribution funds, the vast majority of plan sponsors hire private-sector record keepers. Research strongly supports hiring one (but no more than three) record keepers in order to reduce complexity for participants and administrative expenses. The primary concern with multiple vendors is the risk that they may encourage employees to select their own investments, making coordination more difficult. With a single vendor, plan sponsors can still provide a diversity of investment choices to participants but with a “much simpler and more cohesive experience [for participants].”

After deciding upon the number of record keepers, the next question is whether to bundle or unbundle services. For smaller plans or governments without the expertise to review and select their own investments, using fully bundled services may make the most sense. Bundled services with a single provider allows for streamlined implementation, simplified data processing, consolidated reporting, and greater direct accountability. Borland and Frost discuss the benefits of a “best in class” approach in which the government awards multiple contracts based on the various facets of fund management. The hoped-for benefits in this approach are reduced costs, deeper domain expertise, and diversified business risk. Larger governments have
more options when it comes to contracting for services or providing them “in house.” For example, several larger plans have their own investing capabilities either internally or through a governmental agency. Furthermore, some plans provide their own education and call centers while others bundle all services except for investments. There can be cost advantages to providing services “in house,” but that depends on several issues including achieving economies of scale, the complexity of the record keeping (e.g., number of payrolls), ability to select and manage investments, and staff to provide retirement education and counseling to participants.

**Availability of Loans and Withdrawals**

Another important policy decision related to supplemental defined contribution plans is whether to allow loans and withdrawals on participant accounts. In looking after the long-term interests of the employee, the trend in government has been to discourage loans. However, several respondents believed that allowing loans offered an incentive to participation. Generally, loans are seen as reasonable, particularly for supplemental plans because they are voluntary and not part of core retirement. The argument against loans or withdrawals is that they are contrary to the fund’s purpose which is to save exclusively for retirement. To the extent supplemental defined contribution funds become an integral part of an employee’s retirement income, governments may want to impose greater limits on loans and withdrawals, such as how much can be taken from the account or how often. For example, employers may choose to prohibit future loans after a default. Other ideas to limit leakage include extending repayment periods, allowing loan repayment even if the employee leaves service, and increasing educational efforts about the financial impact of withdrawals and loan defaults.\(^{92}\)

**Other Administrative Issues**

There are three additional issues with defined contribution fund management that merit attention within the scope of this report—revenue sharing, fee disclosure, and automation.

*Revenue Sharing.* This occurs when a portion of the investment-related fees collected from participant accounts is returned to the plan sponsor. It is relatively common practice with plans that use private-sector investment funds. There is some debate about what do with the money that comes from revenue sharing such as using it to offset administrative expenses or returning it to participant accounts, with the former being more common. One concern with revenue sharing is that it may not occur with all funds in equal proportions. Index funds are an example. To the extent that the revenue sharing dollars offset plan expenses, participants who do not invest in funds with revenue sharing receive a disproportionate benefit. Best practice would call for allocating dollars proportionally to accounts, provided the administrative cost of doing so does not exceed the total amount of money received. With the increasing importance of defined contribution funds, which will result in more assets in these accounts and the new U.S. Department of Labor fee disclosure requirements,\(^{93}\) revenue sharing will receive greater attention in the near future.

*Fee Disclosure.* The new Department of Labor fee disclosure regulations cover several areas including general plan structure, fees related to administrative expenses, benchmark and performance data for investments, and investment fees.\(^{94}\) Uncertainties abound in regard to implementation of the regulations and their applicability to public sector plans. NAGDCA is already playing an important role in explaining the regulations, and members will likely seek more assistance in the coming months, including how to best present the data and how much to offer electronically versus in paper format.

*Automation.* With new fee disclosure requirements and a desire to keep employees informed, plan sponsors and record keepers will be searching for ways to communicate with employees other than through the mail. One option may be to shift from traditional paper to emailing quarterly reports. Unfortunately, some of these automation options may be more difficult for local governments to implement because of the relatively high number of employees without access to computers at work, such as public works employees. This may require employers to maintain employees’ personal email addresses as part of their contact information, which could be difficult to track, particularly after they leave employment.

**Core Defined Contribution and Hybrid Plan Design**

As previously indicated, the number of public hybrid and core defined contributions plans are slowly increasing. Governments and plan sponsors following this path have an opportunity to learn from private sector experience—what to do and what not to do—to create the best possible defined contribution plans for their workforce. This section focuses on what research indicates
ideal core defined contribution and hybrid plans should look like and gives some justification as to why. Of course, what constitutes an ideal plan is normative and therefore open to debate.

When analyzing a core defined contribution plan, it is important to appreciate its impetus and goals. Policy makers sometimes have multiple goals when reforming a retirement benefit: recruit and retain employees, provide adequate retirement income for employees, and save money. The last reason is often the impetus for adopting a core defined contribution plan. For the purposes of creating an “ideal” plan, this report considers employees earning an adequate retirement income as the primary goal. This qualification is important when it comes to deciding upon contribution levels and using design tools that mirror defined benefit plans.

**Recommended Core Defined Contribution Plan Components**

The following section provides a proposed summary of recommended core defined contribution plan components based on research and responses from the people interviewed for this report. This proposed plan summary is meant to open a dialogue about improving plan design rather than criticize plans that differ from it. In reality, state and local governments and plan sponsors must deal with multiple plan goals, legal restrictions, and diverse interests in plan design.

- Employee contributions are mandatory and begin immediately. A state or local government may want to have a brief waiting period (less than three months) before starting contributions due to turnover.
- Total contribution level is 12 to 15 percent with Social Security and 18 to 20 percent without Social Security.
- The employer contributes half or approximately the amount contributed to the defined benefit plan for employees.
- Employee contributions are set at the full amount immediately so that auto escalation is not needed.
- Contributions are defaulted into a target date fund.
- A 10–15 fund menu is offered (excluding target date funds) and includes all major asset classes and varying levels of risk.
- A limited brokerage window is allowed for employee contributions only. A minimum balance must be kept in the main account.
- There is one record keeper.
- Loans from employee contributions are allowed only for hardships and at the discretion of the employer. No loans are available from the employer portion. A dollar limit on the amount of loan may also be appropriate.
- Vesting in employer contributions is one year or less.
- An option to annuitize part or all of the fund balance is allowed at or near retirement and offer a deferred annuity investment option.
- Availability of plan-sponsored, objective retirement counseling and education to help employees make informed retirement (versus investing) decisions.

Overall, the plan presented above has several behavioral tools to force retirement savings and simplify decision making, similar to defined benefit plans. Specific provisions that mimic a defined benefit plan include mandatory participation, default target date fund, limited pool of investment choices, restrictions with the brokerage window, limited loans, and an annuity option. Public employers typically require employee contributions and control contributions within defined benefit plans, making it logical to argue for a similar prerogative in defined contribution plans. This control can be taken to further extremes, including directing investments. However, by taking on this responsibility, the state or local government may also face greater fiduciary risk or at least high levels of employee resistance since the employees bear the risk if the investments do not produce well. So, the issue is not whether employers can mandate participation and employee contributions but at what level.

The retirement contribution involves two critical issues: who contributes and how much. The total recommended contribution reflects the numbers typically stated as being necessary to reach replacement income of 80 to 85 percent. The amount of employer contribution is based on the assumption that defined contribution plans are not primarily adopted for cost savings and can be expected to treat participation the same as employees in defined benefit plans. One can also reasonably argue that as a matter of personal responsibility, employees can be expected to contribute to their retirement as well. Finally, rather than ratchet up employee contributions through automatic escalation, it may be easier to require the full contribution as a condition of employment. Therefore, employees come into the plan expecting to pay and are not budgeting for increases over time.

The investment portfolio and its management would generally resemble best practice for a supplemental fund. This includes limited fund choices and using one record keeper.
keeper. Having 10 to 15 funds was chosen because that was the median response from this report’s research interviews. However, brand name funds would not be necessary to encourage participation. Instead, a core defined contribution plan would utilize less expensive index funds and managed accounts when necessary to ensure all major asset classes were included in the plan’s investment fund menu (e.g., small cap fund). This fund may be able to offer a wider array of investment choices, such as a real estate fund. Like the supplemental fund and for the same reasons, the default fund would be a target date fund.

One investing difference between core and supplemental funds would be the availability of a brokerage window. Though this report’s research showed that having one is important, it may be prudent to limit its use because of the serious implications if employees make poor choices. In addition to limiting investments to mutual funds as suggested with supplemental plans, core defined contribution plans could prohibit using employer contributions. The argument for doing so is to prevent employees from harming themselves. This thinking is in keeping with the fund’s goal to provide adequate retirement income.

The proposed fund would also limit loans in order to ensure sufficient retirement income. The research of this report showed overall support for hardship loans although a strong argument can be made to prohibit any loans, just as they are prohibited in defined benefit plans. Allowing hardship loans from employee contributions provides a middle ground.

Literature on ideal defined contribution plans generally argues for vesting within one year of service. However, the vesting period offers a small incentive to stay with an organization if it is not too long. In addition, a vesting period is a source of savings for state and local governments because contributions are returned for employees who do not vest. However, this plan model is predicated on employee retention and cost savings being secondary to providing an adequate retirement income. Because retention and cost savings are important considerations in practice, a longer vesting period for employer contribution such as three or four years may be more appropriate.

The general consensus of the economic literature is that lifetime income is a very important part of retirement income; however, how much depends on a number of factors. David Babbel (2008) suggests that lifetime income should be 40 to 80 percent of total retirement assets. Therefore, employees with a core defined contribution plan (and no other lifetime income other than Social Security) should probably annuitize a sizeable portion of their employee’s assets. The next chapter of this report will discuss annuities and their role in public sector retirement programs in more depth.

The final plan summary point concerns education for retirement counselors and employees on retirement readiness and planning, investments and investing, and retirement income management. In an environment where investing and retirement decisions are shifted to employees, retirement counselors will need to become at least “minimally competent” in these areas to meet the increased educational needs of members. Design tools such as auto enrollment or target date funds may help employees arrive at retirement with sufficient savings, but employees will still need education and guidance on how to integrate defined contribution assets with other lifetime income. Some even argue that plan administrators will need to provide retirement advice and retirement planning software to meet employees’ needs.

**Disability Benefits in Core Defined Contribution Plans**

How to provide disability benefits with a core defined contribution plan is an important issue for state and local governments because of the high proportion of public safety employees. There are three options for providing disability benefits:

- Create a 401(h) account within the 401(a) fund for health and disability coverage. A drawback to this choice is that no more than 25 percent of the contribution can be allocated to the 401(h).
- Purchase an insurance product outside the plan to cover the disability of high-risk employees. There may be cost concerns, but it would cost less than providing disability coverage for all employees.
- For state and local governments with a grandfathered defined benefit fund, make an extra contribution to it to cover disability benefits of employees in the defined contribution plan. This model would work for employees in a hybrid plan as well.

Some governments may choose not to provide disability benefits. There are advantages and disadvantages to these solutions, and an in-depth review is worthwhile for state and local governments moving to a core defined contribution plan.

**Hybrid Plan Design**

Because hybrid plans continue to offer a defined benefit, the defined contribution component can be a middle ground between the purely supplemental where
there is a strong defined benefit and a core defined contribution plan. Several defined benefit-type tools might be appropriate to the defined contribution portion of a hybrid plan.

With hybrid plans typically offering between a 1 and 1.5 percent defined benefit multiplier, employees will need to contribute to a defined contribution plan in order to meet the goal of 80 to 85 percent replacement income at retirement. Therefore, a fairly aggressive auto enrollment at 5 to 6 percent would likely be important. This may be particularly appropriate if public employees contribute little or nothing to the defined benefit portion of the plan. Whether the employer contributes a match to the defined contribution portion may depend on plan design. For example, Utah provides a 1.5 percent multiplier for the defined benefit component but does not offer a match for the defined contribution portion; while Georgia offers a 1 percent multiplier but up to a 3 percent match in the defined contribution fund. In Rhode Island’s plan, which also has a 1 percent multiplier, the state contributes 1 percent to employees’ defined contribution plans and requires employees to contribute 5 percent to it as well.102

The investment portfolio options, default fund choice, and the record keeper could reasonably resemble either the optional or core defined contribution plan since these are quite similar. Without employer or limited contributions, restrictions on loans and brokerage accounts may not need to be as stringent as with core defined contribution plans.103 Also, as is the case with supplemental plans, any employer match to a defined contribution plan should be vested immediately. Finally, because hybrid plans generally provide a smaller portion of the retirement payment from the defined benefit component, it may be useful to offer an annuity option or deferred annuity fund for the defined contribution plan, particularly where Social Security is not included.

**Governance and Ethics with Defined Contribution Plans**

The increasing importance of defined contribution plans will result in greater attention to their management including ensuring that board members and staff meet their fiduciary responsibilities. Areas of greatest concern are investment selection and oversight, fees and fee disclosure, conflict of interest, fiduciary training, and governance with small plans.104

One of the most important responsibilities of supplemental and core defined contribution plan fiduciaries is the selection of funds. By selecting a particular fund, the fiduciary is making an implicit recommendation. Board members and staff need to perform strong due diligence in their research, selection, and management of funds and fund managers. The investments should be screened for charges and expenses, manager tenure, size of the fund, past performance, risk levels, volatility, and changes to fund operations.105 Written investment policy statements can greatly assist in that effort by providing guidance and continuity in decision making.

Once chosen, investments require sustained oversight. For example, fiduciaries must ensure that managed funds are actually being effectively and actively managed, particularly since defined contribution plan participants pay higher fees for this service. The plan should have established investment policies and benchmarks that are followed consistently with performance updates done quarterly. To help with this work, hiring an investment performance consultant can be extremely beneficial. In addition to fund performance, fiduciaries need to make sure the fees charged for management are reasonable and transparent. Recommended practice is to bid out services for record keepers and fund managers on some recurring basis. Finally, administrative and investment fees need to be available to employees in a readable and accessible format. Oversight of investments takes resources, time, and effort.

Training on investments is generally recommended for board members and anyone with fiduciary responsibility.106 Although having financial expertise is not a prerequisite for serving on a retirement fund board, building knowledge about investment approaches and options, selecting managers, and overseeing investments are core fiduciary responsibilities. Without proper training, board members cannot question their record keeper or consultant about fees, benchmarks, fund management, etc. Appreciating the importance of training, NAGDCA helped found the International Foundation for Retirement Education that offers plan administration and counseling education for professionals involved with public sector defined contribution plans.

In this report’s research, ethics was raised as a critical issue for board and staff members as well as record keepers and vendors. Strong policies prohibiting conflicts of interest are essential. For board members, that means not having personal relationships with vendors and using a fact-based decision process in vendor selection. For record keepers, it means not cross-selling products or using participant data to sell products.107 To prevent lapses in responsibilities, training on fiduciary responsibilities and execution of duties is of utmost importance for both board members and staff. It should occur regularly and be of high quality.
Overall, the respondents interviewed for this report believed that larger defined contribution plans are generally well managed because they have the staff and resources to perform due diligence and oversight. However, it may be more difficult for smaller plans to meet their fiduciary responsibilities. Some smaller governments may not have staff with sufficient financial expertise to bid for a record keeper and/or develop benchmarks or the time to ensure proper oversight. In these instances, a state or local government may benefit from joining a statewide hybrid, DC plan, or consortium that can provide fiduciary responsibilities on its behalf.

Conclusion

This chapter touched on many of the key issues associated with defined contribution design and management. Designing defined contribution plans to operate more like defined benefit plans may help overcome the behavioral flaws that lead to inadequate retirement savings and investment. Although design options like auto enrollment or target date funds will not mitigate investment risk and market volatility, a more supportive approach to defined contribution plans may work well with the existing culture of state and local governments. However, implementing these tools should be considered on a case-by-case basis depending on whether the defined contribution plan is a core or supplemental plan.

In contrast, a strong argument can be made for a more structured core defined contribution plan combined with retirement education and counseling to ensure that employees have adequate retirement income. Finally, the governance and management of defined contribution plans, whether they are supplemental or core, will receive greater attention as the number of participants and their contributions grow.

Creating Lifetime Income from Defined Contribution Savings

Ensuring that employees have sufficient retirement income is one of the primary goals of public retirement programs. Survey research has found a positive correlation between retirees reporting satisfaction with their retirement and greater net worth. State and local governments have made successful retirements possible for many employees through defined benefit plans. But, as these plans evolve, it is important to understand and explore other avenues for attaining income security. This chapter looks at adding lifetime income options to the defined contribution environment with particular focus on annuities and their role in public sector retirement design, as these options are not commonplace today. Over the last several decades, governments have relied on defined benefit plans to provide their retirees with a lifetime income sufficient to support an adequate quality of life. A defined benefit plan with a 2 percent salary multiplier and Social Security would provide a 30-year employee with a combined annuity equal to approximately 85 percent of salary, often with regular cost-of-living increases. With such a high percentage of income coming from lifetime income sources, an employee would not need to purchase additional annuities with their savings. Instead, a supplemental defined contribu-

Annuities

“An annuity is a contract between [an individual] and an insurance company...under which [the individual] make[s] a lump-sum payment or series of payments. In return, the insurer agrees to make periodic payments to [the individual] beginning immediately or at some future date.”

Three main types:

“In a fixed annuity, the insurance company agrees to pay [an annuitant] no less than a specified rate of interest during the time that [an annuitant’s] account is growing. The insurance company also agrees that the periodic payments will be a specified amount per dollar in [one’s] account. These periodic payments may last for a definite period, such as 20 years, or an indefinite period, such as [an annuitant’s] lifetime or the lifetime of [an annuitant] and [his or her] spouse.”

“In an indexed annuity, the insurance company credits [an annuitant] with a return that is based on changes in an index, such as the S&P 500 Composite Stock Price Index. Indexed annuity contracts also provide that the contract value will be no less than a specified minimum, regardless of index performance.”

“In a variable annuity, [an annuitant] can choose to invest [his or her] purchase payments from among a range of different investment options, typically mutual funds. The rate of return on [his or her] purchase payments, and the amount of the periodic payments [he or she] eventually receive, will vary depending on the performance of the investment options... selected.”

tion fund would provide additional resources for major purchases, paying off debt, medical costs, unexpected expenses, travel, or a higher quality of life.

With the role of defined contribution funds growing as a source of retirement income for public employees, it is worth reviewing the most common approaches used today by financial advisors to generate retirement income. When individuals transition from asset accumulation to decumulation of retirement funds, they have numerous choices to consider and options to weigh. Spending too much too soon can result in insufficient income later for health care, bequests, or even everyday expenses; however, delaying consumption too long may result in a less satisfying quality of life than might be possible through strategic use of retirement savings. Balancing the consumption and savings tradeoff is particularly important for employees with hybrid or core defined contribution plans when they begin to spend down their retirement savings. Two of the more common income strategies used are the “dividend and interest only approach” and the “systematic withdrawal approach.”

**Dividend and Interest Only Approach**

Under this fiscally conservative method, retirees only spend income earned from their investments and leave capital untouched; thereby eliminating longevity risk (i.e., outliving one’s assets). In addition, this approach may be appropriate for those with strong bequest intentions. However, there are serious drawbacks to it as well. Most importantly, consumption is driven by asset allocation, which can vary significantly over time, making budgeting difficult. Determining an appropriate balance between stocks and bonds to accommodate both growth and security can be difficult to achieve. This approach is primarily for wealthier investors who are not at risk of running out of money and who have other assets to provide income needed for retirement quality of life. For the average worker, a dividend and interest only approach might protect their savings principal, but will likely not provide sufficient income over time needed for retirement quality of life.

**The Systematic Withdrawal Approach**

Spending down assets through systematic withdrawals has become increasingly popular over the past 20 years. In this approach, an individual continues to invest his or her assets in equities and/or bonds and spends down the account annually until the assets are depleted. A common rule of thumb for a withdrawal rate is 4 to 4.5 percent the first year with increases in withdrawals to match changes in the consumer price index. It further requires a minimum of 50 percent of assets invested in equities at the beginning of and through the end of the retirement horizon. The expectation is that, barring major losses and disciplined withdrawals, the fund should last approximately 30 years. This approach provides control over assets and flexibility while dealing with investment inertia. The employee can alter investment choices and withdrawal amounts which may be important in cases of emergency. This approach also minimizes the need for researching and committing resources required to purchase an annuity.

There are major drawbacks to only using a systematic withdrawal approach as well. Most importantly, it does not guarantee against longevity risk. Outliving one’s assets can be a very real possibility, particularly if the retiree takes large withdrawals due to unforeseen expenses, underestimates future health care cost increases, and/or incurs significant investment losses. Likewise, if the market underperforms, individuals may need to reduce consumption and change their lifestyle. Furthermore, some argue that matching fixed spending plans with unpredictable investment returns is inappropriate. Some financial experts anticipate a “new normal” with the stock market producing slower growth and greater volatility—making the withdrawal method riskier. Finally, managing these assets requires sustained and substantial effort, either by the retiree or a financial advisor.

Because of the importance of appropriately managing investments in retirement and the lack of personal financial expertise, many individuals seek the advice of financial planners, which adds to costs. Little to no research exists on how well retirees spend down their accounts to provide reliable data for assessing the success of the withdrawal method over the long term.

**Guaranteeing Lifelong Income**

Because of the severe consequences of miscalculating decumulation of assets, many economists recommend annuitizing sufficient assets to meet a minimum standard of living. In addition, research has found that retirees who felt they could count on lifelong guaranteed income were significantly happier than those who could not. Yet, the general public does not routinely purchase annuities. Aside from overarching reasons related to defined benefit coverage which provides lifetime income, possible reasons for public employees’ hesitancy include:

- **Underestimating Longevity.** A survey of retirees found that respondents underestimated their longevity by 2.5 years on average and, therefore, do not fully appreciate long-term risk.
• **Framing.** Many retirees view annuities as an investment and therefore assign it greater risk than other types of investments such as bonds. When framed as an insurance product that enhances the ability to consume, people favored annuities.\textsuperscript{122}

• **Cost.** Annuities are believed to be expensive, particularly during times of low interest rates.\textsuperscript{123} However, some research has contradicted that finding.\textsuperscript{124} Additionally, life expectancy of the typical annuitant is longer than the general population which drives up the cost of the product.\textsuperscript{125}

• **Control and Flexibility.** After purchasing a fixed annuity, the retiree would not have access to the money invested for unexpected healthcare, long-term care, or other expenses, and the benefit is “locked in.” Purchasers may have to pay significant penalties for cancelling their annuities during the surrender period.

• **Viability of the Insurance Company.** Retirees may have concerns that the insurance company that sold the annuity will fail, resulting in losing all or part of the annuity.

• **Inertia.** Because purchasing an annuity is a major decision, retirees or near-retirees often delay purchasing them. The more complex the annuity decision becomes due to choices, the more easily people become overwhelmed.\textsuperscript{126}

• **Discounting Long-term Outcomes.** Behavioral economic theory helps explain why people undersave for retirement. With regard to annuities, people discount the need to have income in the future relative to the present.

• **Bequests.** Retirees want to pass on assets to loved ones, particularly spouses, rather than lock funds into an annuity.

In response to several of these concerns, the financial industry has created new products, strategies, and enhancements to meet expectations. However, the new products and extras typically come with additional costs. Examples include survivor benefits, inflation adjustments, guaranteed minimum withdrawal benefits, advanced life deferred annuities, combining annuitization with systematic withdrawals, and trial annuities. These options are often utilized in combination with other retirement income such as Social Security or defined benefit pensions.

**Guaranteed Minimum Withdrawal Benefits.** These are variable annuities with benefit floors.\textsuperscript{127} The funds are typically invested in a proprietary product such as a company’s target date or risk-based fund. In addition to investment management fees, the investor pays a premium for a guaranteed minimum lifetime income benefit (i.e., annuity), which would kick in if all the assets in the account are used before his or her death. Conversely, if the participant dies before spending all the assets, beneficiaries can inherit any remaining market value balance in the account based on market value. The participant still has control over the assets in his or her account and can withdraw funds if necessary; however, this would likely lower the amount of guaranteed income. If the investment performs well, the income stream may be raised as well. Many of these products are portable,\textsuperscript{128} so there is less risk associated with losing assets due to default by the insurance carrier. Despite the advantages, there are lingering concerns about guaranteed minimum withdrawal products, particularly costs; therefore, plan sponsors and participants should carefully review the fees associated with the various products.

**Advanced Life Deferred Annuities.** Advanced life deferred annuities act as longevity insurance. These annuities are typically purchased by individuals in their 50s or 60s and provide guaranteed monthly income when the annuitant reaches a chosen age, often between 75 and 85.\textsuperscript{129} Because of the pooled risk associated with not reaching the annuity’s maturity, the product is relatively inexpensive, 10 to 25 percent of retirement savings.\textsuperscript{130} This annuity could be a reasonable complement to spending down savings or as a hedge against inflation for fixed income. The Departments of Labor and Treasury support the use of advanced life deferred/longevity annuities in private sector employer plans.\textsuperscript{131}

**Trial Annuity.** In this relatively new concept, a portion of an employee’s retirement contribution is automatically deposited into an annuity product with an opt-out provision. Upon retirement, the employee is given an annuity and has the option of canceling it without penalty within a fixed period of time. The expectation is that the employee will keep the annuity because he or she becomes comfortable with the regular payments and prefers not to change an existing income structure. However, by assigning an employee an annuity, the plan sponsor may not be offering the most appropriate product, which could be detrimental to the participant over time. There may also be questions about the fiduciary responsibility of the public plan sponsor in this arrangement as it relates to annuity cost; however in private sector ERISA plans, the Department of Labor has provided needed clarification.

**Partial Annuitzation and Systematic Withdrawal.** Annuitzating some defined contribution assets to create
a necessary lifetime income floor, while leaving the rest of the assets in a managed portfolio, is increasingly considered by many financial professionals to be the best of both worlds. The retirees’ managed assets have the upside potential to provide the needed protection against inflation over a long time horizon and the lifetime income floor addresses longevity risk for the retiree. This approach also provides access to retirement funds when needed for emergencies and yet reduces some of the disadvantages of solely relying on annuitization.

Even with many concerns about annuities, the research of this report found strong support for them in a core defined contribution environment because of the importance of ensuring guaranteed lifetime income.\textsuperscript{132} Currently, demand for annuities in the public sector is not high because of the prevalence of defined benefits. However, for state and local governments that have added hybrid and/or core defined contribution plans, the interest in annuities will likely change as employees approach retirement. State and local governments and plan sponsors can play an important role in helping employees understand and assess the cost and benefits.

Four actions governments can take to assist employees considering annuities are:

1. Offer an in-plan annuity. An in-plan annuity will be less expensive for retirees. To make this approach viable, state and local governments need to carefully select insurance carriers and periodically review the carriers’ continued financial soundness. To limit fiduciary liability, state and local governments may want to consider a guaranteed minimum withdrawal product as one potential annuity option because of its portability; another option is an advanced life deferred annuity. Additionally, state and local governments may be in a better position to negotiate lower-rate annuity products to reduce their costs.

2. Offer an annuity shopping service. With a shopping service, state and local governments offer employees a platform that provides competitive bids where they can shop for the annuity on their own.\textsuperscript{133} This option makes buying an annuity easier for employees, but the annuities are out of plan. In the 401(k) world, annuities on this type of platform are institutionally priced. State and local governments have some fiduciary responsibility in researching the shopping service and may even want to review the insurance companies that participate in it.

3. Offer government annuities. A state or local government can also elect to offer an annuity option for employees with a core defined contribution benefit. A few plans currently offer this service, including the Ohio Public Employees Retirement System (OPERS). Listed benefits of this option include a less expensive/higher income annuity for the employees due to lower administrative costs, elimination of profit, and no fear of default. Larger state systems which have the infrastructure and internal experience to pay benefits based on an initial lump sum investment can compete with insurance companies and investment managers who would perform this function, yet at a lower cost. In addition, having additional assets under management should lower the percent of fixed asset management costs allocated over the entire plan.\textsuperscript{134}

There are also concerns with this option. By offering an annuity, the state or local government assumes investment risk, which conflicts with one of the reasons why governments typically adopt hybrid and core defined contribution plans. To avoid the state or local government incurring additional costs from investment risk, the plan sponsor would need to establish a sufficiently low discount rate that may be less than the one used by the defined benefit fund’s actuary. A lower default rate makes the annuity more expensive, but it may still be less expensive than ones sold in the private sector. Other policy and administrative concerns include the additional workload for the plan, overcoming political hurdles (which may involve legislation), and ensuring the funds are properly segregated and not diverted for other uses. Finally, there could be some issues over discriminatory pricing. This occurs when women pay more for an annuity because they live longer on average than men. Plan sponsors may be hesitant to have different prices based on gender for liability reasons, yet creating a uniform price makes the annuity more expensive for men. Plans that offer annuities often use uniform pricing for men and women, which administrators say has not caused any problems.

4. Provide annuity education. At a minimum, state and local governments and plan sponsors can begin to offer education about annuities for near retirees. In addition to written information, a seminar format that uses case studies with scenarios familiar to public employees may be preferred, allowing employees to question and work through different financial scenarios. Recommended topics include:
• Types of annuities
• Advantages and disadvantages of annuities, including longevity
• Situations when annuities are most appropriate and/or desirable
• Managing inflation, interest rates, and market risks
• Tax ramifications and strategies
• Pricing and discount rates of annuities
• Trade-offs between the costs of annuity guarantees and related reduction in payouts
• Managing guaranteed lifetime income.

These options require varying levels of commitment and resources from the plan sponsor, necessitating thoughtful evaluation. Whether to implement one or more of them will probably need to be based on more than employee demand since few employees appreciate the benefits of an annuity until they learn more about it. In this regard, state and local governments may want to encourage employees with hybrid or core defined contribution plans to consider annuities as an option to maximize retirement income and protect against longevity risk.

Financial Literacy for Defined Contribution Plans

A well-known researcher in the field of financial literacy, Dr. Anna Maria Lusardi, argued that plan design is a complement, not a substitute, for financial education.135 This chapter examines financial and retirement education for defined contribution plans in the public sector including why education programs are important, different methods applied in practice, and programs specifically for near retirees.

Retirement planning involves a multitude of decisions for employees throughout their careers. With public sector defined benefit plans, employees do not need to work as hard at retirement planning. Career employees can easily calculate the percent of the annuity they will have at retirement and add it to their Social Security benefit, if applicable. Employees who are or will depend upon defined contribution plans to fund their retirement need to be more financially sophisticated to ensure sufficient retirement income throughout their life. Their decisions include how much to contribute to the plan, the composition of their portfolios, and how to manage assets and household budgets upon retirement in order to mitigate longevity risk.

The greater individual responsibility for managing retirement which comes with hybrid or defined contribution plans implies that employees have tools to make good decisions. Yet research has shown this is not the case. In fact, a sizeable portion of Americans struggle with basic financial concepts like interest rates, inflation, and risk diversification.136 Research has further indicated that people with low financial literacy make poor economic decisions, which has negative impacts not only on the individuals but also society at large.137 Individuals who do not plan for retirement have lower net wealth and are less likely to invest in assets with higher expected returns such as equities.138

Financial education leads to a greater understanding of financial markets, risk-return tradeoffs with investments, and the level of savings needed to achieve retirement goals, all of which are essential in a defined contribution environment.139 Furthermore, financial literacy is positively correlated with wealth, pension contributions, and retirement planning.140 This is particularly true for low-income individuals. Dr. Annamaria Lusardi and Dr. Olivia Mitchell reached these three conclusions about financial literacy:141

1. Financial literacy determines how well individuals make and execute financial decisions.
2. Financial literacy’s effects on financial decision making extend beyond the effects of education, sex, race, income, and other factors that were earlier found to be associated with gaps in financial knowledge.
3. Researchers have uncovered a convincing causal link between financial education programs and enhanced financial decision making.

While the benefits of financial literacy are increasingly clear, who should provide it is not. As a larger public policy issue, one can argue that financial education should start in school so that it reaches the entire population, particularly since defined contribution plans are widely used in the private sector. Since this is not occurring, employers are typically tasked with supplying it to guide their employees.

For state and local governments, these education programs have characteristically involved information about the supplemental defined contribution plans offered with some additional retirement planning assistance provided through education specialists, online resources, and call centers. The research of this report found mixed opinions about the benefits of using education specialists for retirement planning with the majority favoring them. Those supporting education
specialists believe that individual service to employees is very effective and desirable. Others argued that the costs for the specialists exceeded the benefits, particularly when trying to increase participation. However, it is important to note that participation varies by government. For example, San Jose, California, has a 70 percent participation rate in its supplemental defined contribution plan which staff attributes to high levels of personal communication including brown bag lunches and multiple seminars on investing. The quality of the design of the programs delivered has a significant impact on whether or not desired results are achieved.

Strategies identified to ensure that education specialists are effective resources for retirement include:

1. Paying them a salary, not a commission, to reduce conflicts of interest and build trust with employees.
2. Assigning specialists to a government or agency rather than sharing them across several governments so that employees and human resources staff can build productive relationships with them.
3. Maximizing specialist flexibility in meeting with employees including attending “lunch and learn” sessions, employee orientations, individual meetings, benefit fairs, etc. It also means going to employees’ work sites such as fire stations, police precincts, and maintenance garages at different times to meet with shift employees.
4. Although not specifically about financial specialists, requiring employees to attend education programs may help with the effectiveness of using education specialists.

Finally, employers need to review their policies to ensure they are encouraging employee participation in defined contribution plans. In particular, governments should not require employees to use vacation time to attend retirement seminars, which discourages participation.

Research has tried to measure the effectiveness of varying types of education processes. Generally, seminars are more effective than printed material for increasing savings. More specifically, employees with 401(k) accounts who attended seminars were more active in planning their retirement, wanted to establish a supplemental plan, increased their contribution rates, and became more active in managing their accounts. Furthermore, seminars have stronger impacts among the least educated and the least wealthy. This finding may be particularly valuable as state and local governments and plan administrators try to maximize outcomes with limited education resources.

Increasing automation is a way to effectively reach a diverse workforce. For example, state and local governments are moving to online enrollment for supplemental defined contribution plans. With time at a premium, placing five to ten minute instructional videos about various aspects of financial management online is one way to reach busy employees. Due to limited resources, offering traditional classes on multiple financial issues may be cost prohibitive, but videos, worksheets, and calculators provide valuable information at a lower cost. Web-based programs allow retirees to access information at their convenience, providing ongoing support for people who have left the workplace. A note of caution is in order. In a recent survey, the Employee Benefits Research Institute found that “only a minority of workers and retirees feel very comfortable using online technologies to perform various tasks related to financial management” such as obtaining financial information or processing financial transactions. Therefore, plan administrators need to assess the computer literacy of both current and retired employees when designing online financial resources.

In thinking about how to improve education programs, it is important to remember that one size does not fit all. Current research is trending toward targeted or at least generational approaches to education. In fact, some research has found that generic financial and economic information does not have any significant influence on savings through defined contribution plans. Older workers tend to prefer the personal contact of education specialists while younger employees are more comfortable using online resources, which could encourage their participation. Therefore, plan administrators should consider what venues are most effective for specific groups when developing educational programs.

One of the biggest challenges in improving participation in defined contribution plans appears to be garnering the interest of young workers. Many young employees are paying off student loans, focusing on more immediate investments like purchasing a home, and starting a family on a relatively limited income. However, even small investments early in a career could translate to substantial retirement savings over time. In addition to placing information on the state or local government’s website, sending texts and using social media may be the best ways to reach young employees.

Finally, there is increased interest in developing financial education programs that consider the whole person. One organization recently created a
360-degree personal financial health assessment programs. In it, the employer assists individuals in developing a holistic financial plan that takes into account debts, assets, and retirement. Others believe state and local governments should provide employees with a comprehensive financial literacy program that includes issues well beyond retirement planning such as college planning, real estate and mortgages, debt management, etc. With better financial literacy, employees will experience less stress, decreased absenteeism, increased salary satisfaction, and improved productivity, making the return on investment in these programs financially positive. However, not everyone agrees with this expanded educational approach. The counter arguments to these non-retirement programs are that they are too costly and go beyond the responsibility of state and local governments as employers. One can reasonably say that as retirement benefits evolve in the public sector, state and local governments will need to assess the scope of their education services to employees to increase the likelihood of their ability to meet retirement savings goals.

**Approaching Retirement**

Helping employees make sound financial decisions as they move from accumulating assets to preparing for retirement and then on to decumulation is one of the most important aspects of retirement education. In fact, of the people interviewed for this report, nearly all spoke of the importance of preparing employees for retirement. The need for accurate and comprehensive information will continue to increase as employees rely more heavily on defined contribution plans, particularly for employees with hybrid and core defined contribution plans. Those employees will need to understand the complexities of annuities and be able to critically compare them against spending down their accounts. However, in order to do this, they will need objective, reliable information and plan sponsors can be excellent resources.

Though the need to prepare employees for retirement is generally appreciated, the scope of the state or local government’s role varies. Some offer workshops for employees over age 50 on managing retirement income while there’s still time for employees to change behavior and have a substantial impact on the quality of their retirement. Others offer transition counseling. Still others admit they are not doing enough because of budget constraints. In providing information to retirees about retirement options, employers can explain the benefits of keeping assets within their plans such as incurring less expensive fees. One of this report’s interviewees offered an ideal retirement preparation agenda that included starting workshops a year or two prior to retirement with a “check in” with retirees six months after they leave service to see how they are doing and to answer any questions. The workshops would discuss budgeting so participants would better understand the impacts of spending choices on their supplemental defined contribution accounts including reviewing spending and withdrawal scenarios. Other suggested topics included the impact of health care costs and inflation on retirement income, and coordinating drawing Social Security with receiving pension and spousal benefits.

**Conclusion**

Research on financial literacy continues to demonstrate its value; however, not all programs and formats are equally effective. Traditional seminars and the individual focus of education specialists are viewed as having positive impacts, particularly for those with the least education and wealth. Increasing automation provides a way to offer a wider spectrum of information at less cost. To encourage employees to take greater ownership in their retirement, including participating in supplemental defined contribution funds, plan administrators will need to provide more education and retirement counseling regarding the timing of the receipt of employee retirement benefits including Social Security, budgeting, and other retirement income decisions. In addition, employers may want to consider creating programs that are targeted to different generations. This includes offering programs for near retirees who have difficult choices to make about their retirement income, particularly those who are more reliant on their own savings.

**Examples of Structural Change**

State and local governments have and are continuing to undergo pension reform. In some instances, these changes have resulted in hybrid plans, either as an option (e.g., Florida, Ohio, Utah) or mandatory (e.g., Georgia, Rhode Island) or core defined contribution plans (e.g., Alaska, Michigan) for employees. In most state and local governments, pension reform has entailed adjustments to the defined benefit plan, which has renewed interest in supplemental defined contribution plan participation. This chapter considers the issues and challenges of implementing new hybrid and core defined contribution programs, drawing on the experience of a few governments that have recently undertaken structural changes. The chapter looks at four governments:
two states, one large urban county, and a small city. This diversity provides an opportunity to see whether implementing a defined contribution plan presents more challenges to one type of government or another.

As part of this research, administrators were interviewed from the state of Georgia and a small city in the state, Fayetteville, which implemented hybrid plans for new employees in 2009 and 2012, respectively. This chapter also draws on prior research conducted by the Center for State and Local Government Excellence, which included case studies on the state of Oregon and Gwinnett County, Georgia. Oregon began its hybrid plan in 2003 and Gwinnett replaced its defined benefit with a core defined contribution plan for new employees in 2007. The goals, impetuses, and processes for reform differ among the governments, reflecting political, financial, and social circumstances. All of the government and plan administrators interviewed for this report believe their pension reforms have been successful.

The following sections provide brief summaries of the reform plans.

**State of Georgia.** The state created a hybrid plan for new employees hired on or after January 1, 2009 that provides a defined benefit with employees contributing 1.25 percent of their salary to it. The defined contribution component is optional; however, the government used auto enrollment at 1 percent to encourage participation. In addition, the state provides up to a 3 percent match to employees contributions to their defined contribution accounts. The employees’ 1 percent contribution is matched at 100 percent, and additional contributions are matched at 50 percent up to an additional 2 percent match from the state. Therefore, employees maximize the match when their contributions reach 5 percent. The default fund is a target date fund.

**State of Oregon.** For employees hired after August 29, 2003 the state’s defined benefit multiplier is 1.5 percent for regular employees and is fully funded by the employer. Employees’ 6 percent contributions are deposited into individual defined contribution accounts. These contributions are invested by the Oregon Investment Council. For employees hired prior to the effective date of the reform, their 6 percent contributions are also directed to the defined contribution accounts. However, they continue to have the option of selecting a pension benefit based on a traditional defined benefit formula (1.67 percent multiplier for regular employees) or a money-match plan.

**City of Fayetteville, Georgia.** Beginning in 2012, new employees participate in a defined benefit plan with a 1.5 percent multiplier and contribute 2 percent of their salary to it. The defined contribution component is optional with the city providing a 50 percent match up to a total contribution of 2 percent. The city extended the match to current employees as well. The city did not adopt auto enrollment because it already has a strong culture of high participation in its 457 plan. Daily management of the plan is through the state’s municipal association.

**Gwinnett County, Georgia.** Since January 1, 2007 new employees have participated in a mandatory core defined contribution retirement plan. The county contributes 7 percent of salary and employees choose their contribution level at 2.5 percent, 5 percent, or 7 percent. Gwinnett also adds 1 percent to the defined contribution plan for employees who contribute at least 2.5 percent to their 457 plan accounts.

Administrators for the state of Georgia, city of Fayetteville, and Gwinnett County all said implementation of their new retirement programs went smoothly. In all three instances, the governments were building off existing defined contribution plans. Georgia had a 401(k) plan in place that had limited use. Gwinnett County had created a 401(a) plan in 2000 for exempt employees while Fayetteville simply restructured its 457 plan for all employees. None of these governments encountered problems with technological or data changes. For Georgia, the retirement system administrator hired its record keeper to make the modifications for an extra fee. Fayetteville’s city manager worked with the Georgia Municipal Association to develop the plan, and the human resources (HR) director adjusted the payroll.

In Gwinnett County, the reforms were part of a larger effort to take over management of the county’s pension plans from the state county association. Staff needed to hire a record keeper, develop policies and benchmarks, and appoint a board. Gwinnett staff used this opportunity to create a core defined contribution plan based on best practice. For example, participation is mandatory and loans are prohibited in order to increase retirement savings. One drawback staff see with the plan is that it does not allow employees to change their contribution levels, such as with a 401(k). The HR director would like employees to have the opportunity to raise their contribution rates as they earn more and progress in their careers. Overall, implementation went smoothly because staff had the time to do their research, hire the best consultants, and deliberate over what they wanted the plan to look like in order to meet their goals.

In Oregon, implementation was more challenging for several reasons including a short time frame, the
need to create new accounts for existing employees, implementing a new computer system, litigation over the new laws, and an extremely large caseload of new retirements prompted by the reform’s impact on existing employees. Eventually some of the reform provisions were deemed unconstitutional. However, Gwinnett’s experience provides a good lesson about the importance of ensuring sufficient time for implementation and thinking about the unintended consequences of changing retirement benefits for existing employees.

Each government took a different approach to employee contributions. Oregon’s mandatory 6 percent was a transfer of an existing contribution and provides a healthy amount for the individual account program (IAP), particularly since the defined benefit will provide a 45 percent replacement ratio for a career employee. Gwinnett’s contribution is also mandatory, but the amount can be as low as 2.5 percent, resulting in a combined total contribution of 9.5 percent. This is less than the 12 to 15 percent amount that is generally perceived as necessary for an employee to reach an income replacement ratio of 80 to 85 percent at retirement with Social Security. Employees choosing the 5 or 7 percent contribution rates should meet that goal. Georgia chose a 1 percent auto-enrollment amount for its defined contribution in order to not discourage employees from participating. Approximately 90 percent of employees have stayed in the plan. However, 80 percent are still at the 1 percent contribution amount even though the government matches higher contributions. In Fayetteville, contribution to the defined contribution plan is also voluntary, and auto enrollment is not used. With the plan being so new and the city so small (only 150 employees), it is difficult to draw conclusions about this decision’s impact on employee participation.

Summary

This brief overview of the reform processes in four very different governments indicates that neither the level of government nor its size makes implementing a hybrid or core defined contribution plan more difficult. Two key issues that have some impact on outcomes are whether new employees are included in the reform and the time frame for enacting it. The reform stories also suggest that defined contribution plan design will impact contribution rates. The Georgia experience shows that the selected automatic enrollment rate will increase participation, but employees are likely to stay at the automatic enrollment level even with a match at a higher contribution level. Similarly, a government can impose tools that limit employee choice to positive ends. Gwinnett County has not encountered any problems attracting or retaining personnel due to its loan prohibition in the core defined contribution plan. On a final note, when asked to give advice to other governments, one interviewee replied that structural change was not that complicated and made a lot of sense for the government. The key is to think strategically over the long term.

Summary of Key Findings

This report has touched on the major issues and considerations surrounding defined contribution plans in the public sector. Currently, defined contribution plans play a supporting role to defined benefit plans and Social Security for the vast majority of public sector employees and that will likely continue for some time. However, pension reforms across state and local governments are increasing the importance and dependence on defined contribution plans for producing a larger portion of retirement income, or in rare instances, even becoming the primary source. Hybrid plans may also likely grow in popularity over the next several years. With the increasing importance of the defined contribution plan portion of retirement savings, it is worthwhile to consider the benefits and limitations of this savings instrument so that it can be used to best serve public employees.

The following key findings that emerged from this research can assist retirement plan administrators and public policy makers in their review and implementation of defined contribution plans.

- Between 2009 and 2011, 43 states enacted pension reform. Many of these changes will result in lower levels of income from traditional defined benefit retirement plans for new employees, current workers, and in some cases retirees. These changes will necessitate increasing reliance on personal savings.

- Several experts predict a continuing trend toward increased reliance on a defined contribution plan component in the public sector to provide retirement income. Furthermore, some foresee an increase in hybrid plans, which maintain a core defined benefit supplemented by a defined contribution plan.

- The research in this report found the definition of what constitutes an adequate retirement income for employees varies. Experts recommend replacement revenue benchmarks ranging from 70 to 100 percent of pre-retirement income depending upon multiple
factors such as pre-retirement income household debt, family obligations, and rising health care costs.

- Behavioral research suggests that most people lack the skills to effectively manage their own retirement investments, which is particularly troubling in a defined contribution environment. As a result, state and local governments and plan administrators have begun using tools in defined contribution plan designs that are more typical in a defined benefit environment to make saving and investing easier and more structured.

- Automatic enrollment is an effective tool for increasing participation in defined contribution plans because it overcomes individual inertia. In fact, inertia may be so powerful that automatic enrollment contribution levels can be as high as 5 or 6 percent of salary before seeing significant participant drop off. Furthermore, automatic enrollment should be seriously considered for hybrid plans.

- Not all defined contribution plans need tools like automatic enrollment, particularly supplemental plans that are partnered with an adequate defined benefit plan. Therefore, employers need to carefully assess when these tools are necessary, keeping in mind that income security is a primary goal.

- Core defined contribution plans require the same fiduciary and management focus as defined benefit plans. Employers can exert greater control in core defined contribution plans such as mandating contributions, restricting loans, and limiting investment options to increase the likelihood of successful outcomes.

- Best practice recommends that in a defined contribution environment employees have access to lifetime income options to protect against longevity risk. Offering institutionally-priced in-plan or out-of-plan annuities directly available to employees, or allowing employees to purchase defined benefit credits may help reduce their cost, which is a primary obstacle to obtaining lifetime income for defined contribution plan savings. Due to the complexity of annuities, state and local governments may need to offer near retirees education and retirement-counseling programs to help them make the most effective decisions.

- Financial literacy and counseling can help employees improve their investment and retirement planning choices, particularly those with lower education and income. For governments trying to make the best use of limited education dollars, expanding online resources and focusing on high-need groups and near retirees may be appropriate.

- Based on the examples presented, implementing a new defined contribution program does not appear to be technologically or administratively daunting, and all states already have defined contribution supplemental plans. When considering plan reform some of the cost issues to consider are transition costs, funding of existing pension liabilities, and contributions to the new plan. Furthermore, plan design choices such as automatic enrollment, automatic escalation, and benefit payout options require substantial research and consideration as to their potential impact on retirement savings and plan cost. Ultimately, the design of a defined contribution plan determines its effectiveness as a retirement savings tool.
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